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Abstract: We use dispersive Fourier transformation to measure shot-to-shot spectral instabilities in femtosecond supercontinuum generation. We study both the onset phase of supercontinuum generation with distinct dispersive wave generation, as well as a highly unstable super continuum regime spanning an octave in bandwidth. Wavelength correlation maps allow interactions between separated spectral components to be identified, even when such interactions are not apparent in shot-to-shot or average measurements. Experimental results are interpreted using numerical simulations. Our results show the clear advantages of dispersive Fourier transformation for studying spectral noise during supercontinuum generation.
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1. Introduction

Although fiber supercontinuum (SC) generation has been the subject of extensive previous research, the SC noise properties remain a subject of much current interest [1,2]. Aside from applications such as source development, random number generation and microscopy, detailed studies of SC noise have attracted wider interdisciplinary attention because of links with extreme instabilities in other physical systems [3-6]. In this context, the development of dispersive Fourier transformation for real time spectral measurements has represented a major development, providing new insights into effects of modulation instability (MI) and rogue wave generation [7,8], as well as the statistical analysis of low power SC generation around 1.5 µm [9]. However, results to date have been limited to relatively low SC bandwidths of only around 200 nm, and the statistical data extracted from experiments has been only partially analyzed [9].

In this paper, we report two significant advances in this field of study: (i) the use of dispersive Fourier transformation (dispersive FT) to analyze shot-to-shot fluctuations of a very broadband SC spanning 550-1100 nm; and (ii) the use of a wavelength correlation map that directly shows the noise effects in particular wavelength ranges of the generated SC spectrum. The paper is organized as follows. We first describe our experimental setup and review the dispersive FT technique. We then present results from a simple numerical model to show how different types of spectral noise are manifested in the correlation maps; this will be seen to be very important to interpret the experimental results. We report experimental results in two regimes of near-infrared SC generation using a femtosecond Ti:Sapphire system: at low power where we see distinct spectral features of pump pulse nonlinear spectral broadening and dispersive wave generation; and at a higher power where we generate an octave-spanning spectrum that exhibits very significant shot-to-shot fluctuations [10]. In this latter regime, we show that the wavelength correlation map retains signatures of the underlying nonlinear spectral broadening, even though these are not apparent in the average spectrum or shot-to-shot spectral measurements. Our results clearly highlight the significant insight that can be obtained using the dispersive FT for ultrafast spectral measurements.

2. Experimental setup

Fig. 1(a) shows the experimental setup. Pulses from a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser operating at 820 nm and with a repetition rate of 80 MHz are injected via an optical isolator into a high air-fill fraction silica solid-core photonic crystal fiber (PCF). The fiber zero dispersion wavelength is ~790 nm, and nonlinearity and dispersion parameters are given below. Experiments were performed using two configurations. In the first configuration (results in Section 4 below), the isolator was optimally adjusted to prevent feedback into the oscillator and near transform-limited 240fs (FWHM) pulses were produced, with the pulse duration calculated using autocorrelation measurements. A PCF length of 8.5 cm was used and the input power was attenuated such that the average power measured at the PCF output was 42 mW. In the second configuration (results in Section 5 below), 12 cm of PCF was used and the isolator was adjusted from its optimal setting so that there was a small amount of optical feedback into the oscillator such that its operation was unstable with large intensity fluctuations and a residual continuous wave pedestal. The measured average power in this case at the PCF output was 175 mW.
Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup. PCF: Photonic crystal fiber, OSA: Optical spectrum analyzer; (b) Frequency-to-time transfer function: experimental measurements (circles) and fit including \( \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_3 \) (red line). Time delay is plotted relative to an origin set at the pump frequency (820 nm corresponds to 365.9 THz).

The spectrally broadened output of the PCF was characterized directly by an integrating optical spectrum analyzer (Ando AQ-6115A) as well as through dispersive Fourier transformation. The dispersive FT technique has been described in detail elsewhere [7-9] but we include a brief description here for completeness. For a temporal field \( U(t) \) with Fourier transform \( \tilde{U}(\omega) \), linear propagation in a length \( L \) of “stretching” fiber of second–order dispersion \( \beta_{2s} \) yields (for large \( \beta_{2s}L \)) a temporally-stretched output pulse with intensity \( |U_s(t)|^2 \sim |\tilde{U}(\tilde{\tilde{\omega}})|^2 \). That is, the intensity of the output pulse yields the pulse spectrum subject to the simple mapping of the time coordinate of the stretched pulse to frequency \( v \) (in Hz) where \( 2\pi v = \frac{t}{\beta_{2s}L} \). This is the principle of the dispersive Fourier transformation.

In our experiments, we performed dispersive FT spectral measurements using 100 m of custom fabricated fiber (IXFIBER IXF-SM series) specifically designed to be single-mode over a broad wavelength range in the near-infrared. The input to the stretching fiber was also attenuated to ensure linear propagation. At the pump wavelength of 820 nm, the fiber had total normal second-order dispersion \( \beta_{2s}L = +4.030 \) ps\(^2\) and third order dispersion of \( +2.344 \times 10^{-3} \) ps\(^3\). Over our measurement bandwidth, the effect of third order dispersion is not negligible, but rather introduces a curvature into the time-frequency mapping. The red line in Fig. 1(b) shows the calculated nonlinear frequency-time transfer function. To confirm the calculation of this transfer function, we performed an initial series of experiments to generate SC with distinct spectral features that we could clearly identify in both the OSA spectra and the dispersive FT spectra. We were thus able to determine an experimental time delay for a range of different wavelengths. These results are shown as the circles in Fig. 1(b), confirming the dispersion parameters used in calculating the transfer function. Such a small degree of curvature in the transfer function can be readily incorporated in the time-to-frequency mapping to calibrate the frequency axis of the dispersive FT spectra [8].

We verified using the OSA to measure the SC spectra both before and after propagation in the stretching fiber that higher-order modal distortions were negligible. The typical duration of the time-stretched pulse (measured using a 25 GHz New Focus Model 1434 InGaAs photodiode) was in the range 2–6 ns at the -20 dB level in our experiments so that, with the 12.5 ns pulse period of our source laser, we could record time series of up to 32000 spectra using an extended sweep and the available oscilloscope storage capacity (Tektronix TDS6124C). Alternatively, by using a trigger at the laser repetition rate, we can display spectra repetitively at the oscilloscope refresh rate (typically 10 Hz). We checked that measurements using both approaches yielded the same SC statistical properties. The equivalent 7.5 nm spectral resolution of our dispersive FT spectral measurements was determined by the 12 GHz oscilloscope bandwidth. The
equivalent dynamic range of our spectral measurements is determined by the dynamic range of the time-domain detection system which depends on the pulse height of the stretched time signal, the magnitude of the detection noise floor and the digital dynamic range of the storage oscilloscope (8 bits). There is a tradeoff between dynamic range and spectral resolution because, although strong stretching yields higher spectral resolution, it also leads to lower time domain pulse amplitude. With our experiment, we achieved a 24 dB dynamic range when measuring the full supercontinuum bandwidth.

3. Wavelength Correlation Mapping

Our experiments above yield a time series (ensemble) of SC spectra which can be analyzed to yield statistical moments describing the intensity fluctuations at any given wavelength [11]. A complementary measure of the noise properties of a SC can be obtained using the wavelength correlation map which allows correlations between pairs of wavelengths in the SC to be quantified [12-16], and this technique was recently applied to characterizing fluctuations over a limited SC bandwidth where the spectral broadening involved only anomalous dispersion regime dynamics [9]. Here, we consider its application in studying SC generation over broader bandwidths in both anomalous and normal dispersion regimes in the presence of dynamics involving soliton-induced dispersive wave generation.

The wavelength correlation function is defined as follows [12-15]. If \( R(\lambda) \) is a time-series array of intensities at any particular wavelength \( \lambda \) in the SC obtained from an ensemble of measurements, the spectral correlation between any two wavelengths \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) in the SC is given by:

\[
\rho(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) = \frac{\langle I(\lambda_1)I(\lambda_2) \rangle - \langle I(\lambda_1) \rangle \langle I(\lambda_2) \rangle}{\sqrt{\langle I^2(\lambda_1) \rangle - \langle I(\lambda_1) \rangle^2} \langle I^2(\lambda_2) \rangle - \langle I(\lambda_2) \rangle^2},
\]

where angle brackets represent the average over the ensemble. The correlation varies over the range \(-1 < \rho < 1\) with a positive correlation \( \rho(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) > 0 \) indicating that the intensities at the two wavelengths \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \) increase or decrease together, and a negative correlation (sometimes called anti-correlation) \( \rho(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) < 0 \) indicating that as the intensity at one wavelength \( \lambda_1 \) increases, that at \( \lambda_2 \) decreases and vice-versa.

Computing \( \rho(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) \) for a SC ensemble yields a correlation matrix, symmetric across the positive diagonal, that shows the relationships between intensity variations at different wavelengths from shot-to-shot. To illustrate the utility of such spectral correlation in interpreting noisy SC generation, we first consider how several distinct types of spectral fluctuation are manifested in the correlation matrix. These results are shown in Fig. 2. As we shall see below in Sections 4 and 5, similar signatures will be apparent in our experimental data.

We begin by considering the spectrum \( \tilde{U}(\lambda) \) of a hyperbolic secant pulse of duration 100 fs (FWHM) and bandwidth (FWHM) 7.1 nm undergoing spectral jitter around its central wavelength of the form \( \tilde{U}(\lambda - \lambda_0) \). Here \( \lambda_0 \) is a normally-distributed random variable with mean 820 nm and standard deviation of 20 nm. Fig. 2(a) plots the correlation matrix from numerical simulations of an ensemble of 1000 spectra undergoing such wavelength jitter. The correlation plot can be understood more readily by referring its structure (the different regions of positive and negative correlation) to the spectral fluctuations shown on each axis. In these spectral plots, the grey curves show a sample of 200 realisations and the black curve is the calculated mean.

When interpreting such correlation matrix plots, we first note that we observe perfect positive correlation \( \rho(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) = 1 \) (yellow) across the positive diagonal when \( \lambda_1 = \lambda_2 \); and that the correlation is also symmetric across the positive diagonal such that \( \rho(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) = \rho(\lambda_2, \lambda_1) \). In the presence of spectral jitter in Fig. 2(a), it is easy to see that different wavelengths on opposite sides of the mean will be negatively-correlated, and those on the same side of the mean will be positively correlated. This is because as jitter causes the spectrum to shift to shorter wavelengths for example, the intensity at all wavelengths
shorter than the central wavelength will increase, while the intensity at wavelengths longer than the central wavelength will decrease. Thus regions $A$ and $A'$ in Fig. 2(a) which show correlations between wavelengths on the same side of the mean have $\rho(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) > 0$ whilst region B which shows correlations between opposite sides of the mean has $\rho(\lambda_1, \lambda_2) < 0$. This pattern is thus a clear signature of jitter in a pulse’s central wavelength.

Fig. 2. Wavelength correlation maps simulated for several processes: (a) Wavelength jitter; (b) Wavelength jitter (two correlated pulses); (c) Wavelength jitter (two independent pulses); (d) Self-phase modulation (SPM) (yellow: positive correlation; blue: negative correlation).

A similar interpretation can be made for more complex cases. Figs 2(b) and (c) show results for two pulses at different wavelengths undergoing different types of spectral jitter. Specifically, we consider a sum field $U(\lambda) = U_1(\lambda - \lambda_1) + U_2(\lambda - \lambda_2)$ where $U_1$ and $U_2$ are hyperbolic secant pulses as above where both central wavelengths $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are normally-distributed random variables, with means of 820 nm and 855 nm respectively. After numerical computation of an ensemble of 1000 spectra, Fig. 2(b) shows the correlation when $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ have identical normal distributions such that both pulses jitter in wavelength by the same amount and in the same direction. In this case, we see positive correlation between wavelength regions on the same sides of the mean of each pulse (e.g. 800-820 nm of $U_1$ is correlated with 835-855 nm of $U_2$) and negative correlation between wavelength regions on opposite sides of the mean (e.g. 800-820 nm of $U_1$ is anti-correlated with 855-875 nm of $U_2$). This leads to a very characteristic periodic structure of alternative regions of positive and negative correlation. In the case where $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ have independent normal distributions as in Fig. 2(c), the periodic structure is no longer as clearly seen, and the correlation is closer to the superposition of two independent single-
pulse correlation patterns as in Fig. 2(a). In general, of course, the detailed pattern observed depends on both the wavelength separation and standard deviation.

In Fig. 2(d), we consider the effect of intensity noise on nonlinear self-phase modulation (SPM). We describe SPM by

\[ U'(t) = U(t) \exp(i \phi_{NL} |U(t)|^2) \]

where \( U(t) \) is the normalized amplitude of a 100 fs hyperbolic secant pulse, and where the nonlinear phase shift is a normally-distributed random variable of mean \( \phi_{NL} = 4 \pi \) and standard deviation of 0.4\( \pi \). This would correspond to a pulse with large (10%) intensity noise. The effect of the noise on SPM is to cause a “breathing” of the SPM-broadened spectra as the spectral width increases or decreases for larger or smaller nonlinear phase shifts, respectively. This has the effect of causing all exterior and all interior edges of the spectral peaks to be mutually correlated as their intensity will increase or decrease together, while all exterior and interior edges are mutually anti-correlated (e.g. the wavelength range in region A in the figure is correlated with region C but both A and C are anti-correlated with region B). This leads to a very characteristic periodic structure with both diagonal and horizontal and vertical zones of correlation.

4. Results for Pump Spectral Broadening and Dispersive Wave Generation

We first show experimental results for the case when 240 fs pulses were used to pump an 8.5 cm length of fiber. The measured output power of 42 mW for this case allows us to estimate a peak power of 2.2 kW for the injected pump pulses, corresponding to an input soliton number of \( N \sim 9 \) and an estimated length for soliton fission of \( L_{\text{fiss}} \sim 9 \) cm (using \( \beta_3 = -2.2 \times 10^{-2} \text{ps}^3\text{m}^{-1}, \beta_4 = 1.2 \times 10^{-7} \text{ps}^4\text{m}^{-1}, \gamma = 50 \text{W}^{-1}\text{m}^{-1} \text{at 820 nm} \)). In this regime with pumping in the anomalous dispersion regime, clear signatures of pump spectral broadening and dispersive wave generation are seen in the OSA spectrum measured at the PCF output, shown as the solid red line in Fig. 3(a). Dispersive FT measurements of the PCF output spectrum were also performed as described above, and used to record an ensemble of 1000 shot-to-shot spectra also shown in Fig. 3(a). With the high soliton number of the input pulse, the initial soliton dynamics are expected to be sensitive to input pulse noise [10], and indeed we see significant shot-to-shot fluctuations.

![Fig.3.](image-url) (a) Experimental & simulated spectra  (b) Single-shot spectral evolution

The mean spectrum calculated from this ensemble is shown as the black line in Fig. 3(a), and there is good agreement with the OSA measurements in both the broadened pump spectral width and the spectral width and position of the dispersive wave [17,18].

Note that we do not plot data from the dispersive FT measurements over the range 660-770 nm where the signal-to-noise ratio is very low between the pump and dispersive wave and there is reduced measurement fidelity of the dispersive FT technique. In
particular, the minimum detectable signal power that could be detected with a 3dB difference above the noise floor corresponded to a stretched signal average power of ~10 µW and this limit is equivalent to the 24 dB dynamic range relative to the peak around 800 nm. This precludes meaningful plotting of results between the pump and dispersive wave in our experiments.

We also performed numerical simulations of spectral evolution for this regime using a stochastic generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation model. Simulations with experimental input parameters with different initial noise were carried on with the calculated mean shown in blue in Fig 3(a) (top). There is good qualitative agreement with experiment. We also show in Fig. 3(b) the results of one individual simulation showing the pump spectral broadening and dispersive wave generation (DW) dynamics explicitly.

From the experimental and numerical data ensemble, we can readily calculate and compare wavelength correlation maps. Figure 4 (a) plots the wavelength range of interest around the spectrally-broadened pump between 760-900 nm, whilst Fig. 4(b) plots the correlation between the broadened pump over 760-900 nm and the dispersive wave over 610-620 nm. The correlation maps show very good qualitative agreement between experiment and simulation associated with the large scale features such as the location of correlated soliton and dispersive wave wavelength regions. There is, however, reduced agreement between experiment and simulation concerning the smaller scale spectral features in the correlation maps, attributed to the fact that such small scale structure (arising from e.g. spectral interference effects) can be very sensitive to initial pulse asymmetry and chirp.

![Fig. 4. Experimental and numerical wavelength correlation maps](image)

In Fig. 4(a) we see features in the correlation maps very similar to those seen in Fig. 2(c) for specific types of spectral jitter associated with both self-phase modulation and wavelength jitter of isolated pulses. We attribute this physically to the effect of noise on the initial propagation dynamics where both spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation and the distinct pulse emergence is expected from soliton fission [16]. The correlation structure between the pump and the dispersive wave region in Fig. 4(b) is more complex but seems to indicate that spectral fringe structure around the pump is transferred to the dispersive wave region.

### 5. Unstable octave-spanning SC generation

The second series of experimental results we show are for a highly unstable SC generated in 12 cm of PCF with feedback into the Ti:Sapphire oscillator so that we observed a strong CW peak around the pump wavelength and very large (~10%) intensity noise. The measured output average power from the PCF in this case was 175 mW but it is not possible to estimate a meaningful peak power in this case since the pulse duration could not be estimated accurately.

In these experiments, however, we readily observed SC spectra spanning from 550-1100 nm. The measured OSA spectrum is shown as the black line in Fig. 5(a). The figure also shows 1000 individual spectra measured using the dispersive FT technique (gray) as well as the calculated mean (red line); there is remarkable agreement between the OSA
and dispersive FT spectra although there is reduced dynamic range in the dispersive FT results. We identify with arrows in the figure soliton peaks in the average spectrum, but we also highlight a small number of extreme red-shifted peaks (RS) that do not appear distinctly in the average spectrum but which we can identify as rogue solitons [5]. These results highlight clearly how the measurements from the dispersive FT allow us to see directly the dramatic shot-to-shot fluctuations associated with noisy SC generation; to show this more clearly, a sample of 5 individual experimental realizations is also plotted in Fig. 5(b). We note that similar plots for octave-spanning SC spectra have only previously been shown from numerical simulations and the ability to make measurements of this shot-to-shot variation is a significant experimental advance [16].

![Fig. 5. Experimental results for highly unstable SC generation.](image)

Based on the ensemble measurements in Fig. 5(a), we can readily calculate the corresponding correlation matrix and Fig. 5(c) shows the calculated correlation coefficient over the full SC bandwidth. To our knowledge, the measurement bandwidth shown here is the largest for which the dispersive FT technique has been used to determine statistical data in SC generation. What is especially significant in this regime of high noise SC generation is the fact that signatures of specific nonlinear dynamics that cannot be observed from the single-shot or averaged spectra can nonetheless be seen from the correlation matrix.

In interpreting these results in Fig. 5(c), we first note that the correlation function is low almost everywhere except around the diagonal $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2$. Given the large variations in
spectral structure seen in Fig 5(a) and (b) this is not surprising, but the correlation map reveals this in a particularly striking way. Nonetheless, the correlation matrix does show three particular features associated with the SC dynamics that are not apparent from the shot-to-shot spectra in Fig. 5(b). Firstly, from the averaged spectra and the physics of the SC process, we expect soliton structure on the long wavelength edge of the spectrum, with strong peaks at 990 nm and 1065 nm as indicated by arrows in Fig. 5(a). Significantly, the corresponding structure in the correlation matrix at these wavelengths (also indicated by arrows) is associated with the characteristic signature of wavelength jitter as illustrated in Fig. 2: the correlation matrix thus can show clear evidence of wavelength jitter. Secondly, although weak, we can see a complex non-zero correlation structure between the wavelength region of soliton generation (950-1050 nm) and the corresponding short-wavelength edge of the SC spectrum (650-750 nm), and we interpret this as arising from dispersive-wave soliton (DW-Sol) interactions [16]. Finally, we note characteristic features of the correlation structure around the pump wavelength region which is shown in detail in Fig. 5(d) which again shows evidence of wavelength jitter. This ability to directly identify correlated regions of the SC in the presence of noise is a major advance in our ability to study the nonlinear dynamics of SC generation and nonlinear pulse propagation.

6. Conclusions

Many fields of research can benefit from dispersive Fourier transformation in order to perform real-time measurements of ultrafast phenomena. In this paper, we have applied this technique to the study of shot-to-shot spectral instabilities in femtosecond supercontinuum generation in different regimes of spectral broadening. To our knowledge, our results represent the largest bandwidth over which dispersive FT spectral measurements have been applied to study SC noise, and our use of the wavelength correlation matrix suggests that its rich structure can be used to interpret the physics of SC interactions in a way not possible with other measurements. A particular advantage of the correlation map is that it identifies the presence of physical coupling between wavelengths in a spectrum even if the underlying mechanism may not be immediately known. Numerical simulations can then be used to identify specific physical processes generating the observed correlations. Although the application of dispersive FT for real time spectral characterisation does require a high speed detector and oscilloscope, these are often widely-available in laboratories focussing on experiments in ultrafast nonlinear fiber optics. We suggest that dispersive FT measurements for studies of SC noise become a routine experimental technique.
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